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I AM DYING

I am dying
hence, I’m making
memories and tributes
as many as I could

souls don’t embrace
us back

money buys �esh and blood
  never
  a life

I am dying

so are you!

your territory - 
is neither land; nor the body

but the time
 of your existence
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THE FLAMBEAUX

The moth �ies around the �ambeaux like a freeman who believes 
he’s the king of the world. No one and nothing could waylay as 
the moth owns everything around the golden sconce when 
suddenly, an intruder was seen �ying around the dim umbrella 
of light underneath the moth’s cherished territory. The intruder 
constantly disappears to the dark every time the moth was trying 
to approach it. It angers the moth. The moth won’t be in peace 
until it was certain that the intruder would never go back. 

As the moth keeps �uttering around the light, patiently waiting 
for the intruder to come back to battle, it keeps on turning to the 
�ambeaux to make sure that the �re keeps on going, for the moth 
believes that as long as the �re was there, it has the power. And 
just like a king, no unwelcome being is allowed inside his 
kingdom.

But the moth - is no king.

The moth is no king for it needs to wait for the intruder to come 
back. The moth would never cross to the other side like the 
intruder did. But the moth will be troubled as long as the intruder 
lives outside the light. Hence, the moth went close to the 
�ambeaux to invite the intruder back to slay it. And it did come 
back.



Every time the moth lowered its stable �ight, the intruder distant 
itself. The moth was getting morally indignant on the intruder’s 
behavior hence, the intruder was winning; for doing nothing. 

The �re, was still there. And the moth was certain that that's what 
the intruder were after. Territory. Power. And the moth �ew nearer 
to the �re, and the intruder went in again. And a sudden �ight 
forward lured the moth to its death. 

The light - was gone, as did the shadow of the moth.

The following night, the �ambeaux - will light again. 
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DECEMBER 20, 2020

every child - should be proud of their fathers
policeman, �reman, farmer, carpenter;
everyone is worth glorifying

“My father is a Policeman!”
the proud girl yelled at the
poor mother and son - embracing each
other, in ominous fear

the mother and son knew,
the girl’s father shoud not be
glori�ed, lionized
and yet, they did not run

bang! bang!
bang!
and bang!
two souls eloped from mortal bodies; perplexed

screams of the living
reverberated, traveled as far as
the air could reach

“My father is a Policeman!”
yelled the girl

Run!
for not everyone is
worth glorifying



THE WHEELBARROW

I was seating in front of a construction site. Waiting for my uncle, 
who was a foreman. I assumed. For he was giving mandates to 
the workers pointing left and right. Then suddenly, a man passed 
by in front me, he was pushing a wheelbarrow carrying a pile of 
black sand. The man seemed to be �fty to �fty �ve years old. He 
was half-naked for he used his shirt to make a full mask. It was a 
very hot noon. No wind, not a single shade from a tree. Just the 
heat from the sun. 

A group of men, three or four as I recall seem to be waiting for the 
man with the wheelbarrow to reach their spot. They looked bored 
and annoyed as hell. One of the group, was shaking his head before 
he lit a cigarette. 

"C'mon man!" One of the men shouted. For the wheelbarrow 
tumbled on a slope. The pile of black sand was poured over the 
wet red soil. The man pushing the wheelbarrow took a deep 
breath, then picked up his shovel.

For some reason, I have been expecting that to happen when I 
realized that he was about to push the sand-�lled wheelbarrow 
on a slope. I was a naughty kid. But what my young mind can't 
understand at that moment was why no one helped him to push 
the damn wheelbarrow.



 "Come on Jay, we're going." My uncle said. 
 "Damn these lazy workers. I should have made their salaries 
monthly rather than daily." He continued.

I turned to the site, the men were gone. And the poor man was still 
shoveling the sand back to the wheelbarrow; down the slope.
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MY SOLSTICE

no one
could possibly �ght back

a storm

all we could do
is to be ready to face

its savage striking

I was not ready

for I always
regarded you as

my forever solstice
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2020

facts are annoying
lies? entertaining

the wise is hurting
stupid - is glorifying

justice is petri�ed
the wicked - lionized

the majority is mysti�ed
degenerates are being idolized



POKER

victory is so much sweeter 
when you started with 
a weak hand

more so, in life 
rejections, frustrations and losing 
are necessary 
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JUAN BAUTISTA IS FOR THE CHILDREN

I could not defend myself after life. 
And I don't want my children, grandchildren 
and great grandchildren to defend and protect 
my legacy. Hence, my books. 

People would decide based on my principles 
which I fought for, 

not from the voice of my blood.





WHAT IF, IMMORTALITY?

Most people believe, and are actually hoping that immortality 
is possible. Immortality in physical perspective.  Undying. Eternal 
life. Imagine, if humans are immortal. No sickness to cure, no 
need to care about the future and no need to think about the 
passing of time. Everything could be done tomorrow. Because 
there is no urgency to do so.

Some people want to be immortal, because they fear death. 
That's the primary reason. 

But why?

First, because they want to witness everything this world could 
o�er. The changes, events and what people to be born today will 
achieve, and whatever that achievement could be, they want to 
see, feel and experience it. Second, because they have not done 
enough. They want to visit di�erent places, learn other's 
languages, study many things and so on. One lifetime will never 
be enough.

And lastly, because they just don't want to leave. For they are 
wanting, needing and loving.



So, what if we are immortals?

If humans are immortals, then let us forget the reasons mentioned 
above. Because most of us would not dream, would not be eager 
to learn and worse, most people will not be scared to make a 
mistake because there will always be tomorrow to make it right. 
So why would you plan for your future in this world if you have an 
eternal life anyway?

As a writer, if I am immortal, I could write a �fty page book for 
three decades. And maybe, I will be reading it in paperback after 
two centuries. It just don't make sense. And since I cannot die, I 
could be a writer, musician, teacher, engineer, doctor - I could be 
whoever I wanted to be, hence, why would I care about my legacy? 
Remember, tomorrow is in�nite, if you are immortal.

In this lifetime, what matters the most is how we lived life before 
leaving. How we valued society and what did we contribute to the 
world. Death is always imminent. Death is inevitable. Legacy is not, 
and that is what we need to focus on, in life.

So, is it better for us, humans, to be immortal? No.

The world will die.
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CONTAGIOUS

Fear - to me is probably the most blusterous disease to spread 
to mankind. Because the e�ect is swift and spatial. Once fear is 
spread, people would get haywire, and once it happened; hell 
could break lose. 

And here's the real blow, 
regardless of the reason; fear is fear.
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